
CORVA Truckhaven Challenge 1/22/2022
Those who participated and worked the Dirt Devil’s checkpoint 4 were Tim Thomas, Bill Schopper and his family,
Danny and Linda Ward, Rob Gabrielson and his son, Ron and Amy Weber, and Randy Smith.  Ron and Amy 
along with Randy arrived Thursday.  The rest of us arrived on Friday.  We all had a blast at camp with good food,
drinks, and company!

Unfortunately Vinnie, who put 6 months to devotion for a great event fell I’ll with the coronavirus and had to leave
for his and all of everyone’s well being. Please acknowledge and recognize Vinnie for everything he has 
done.  Thanks to Vinnie and the crew of CORVA, the few thousands of people were able to come out to the 
Truckhaven desert for a great weekend. Although the day of the poker run was windy and cold, the enthusiasm 
continued. Tim, Ron, and Rob with his son were able to participate in the poker run.  Before heading out, Rob 
had to do some repairs on a shock bracket and eventually just gave up on the weld repair until getting 
home.  Through the trails, vehicle were reasonably spread out. Some check points had larger crowds with the 
games but all was good and fun!  

The Dirt Devil checkpoint 4 seemed to have some quiet moments but a good flow of crowd and rigs to check 
out.  The ladder ball game was an excellent addition to the check point as were all the rigs driving up the hill 
obstacle to get their next poker card.  At the check point, we got to view all the vehicles.  We determined there 
were definitely more side by sides than anything else. There were bikes, Jeep wranglers, Cherokees, Toyotas, 
Ford Trucks, broncos, and….a Mini Cooper?  

As we finished, we headed to camp where we could relax some more and enjoy some drinks and dinner. Some 
of us headed to the raffle. Although none of us were lucky, we got some free goodies that were tossed out to the 
crowd.  The generator we donated was a great addition to the winner claim the prize. Afterwards we headed 
back to camp and enjoyed the rest of the evening. With some good beverages and bourbon, Ron and I have 
solved all the world’s problems before turning in for the evening.










